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Abstract
The Sampling and Caching Subsystem (SCS) onboard the Mars2020 rover includes a coring drill that can
perform coring, abrasion, and regolith collection operations. The coring drill requires a chuck mechanism
to allow for the changing of the bits needed to perform sampling. The chuck mechanism must be capable
of securely connecting a bit under drilling, rover slip, and pullout loads, but also readily release a bit after
application of these loads. The Mars2020 chuck consists of a ball lock mechanism that allows for robust
engagement and release of bit assemblies that are preloaded to ensure a secure, stiff connection between
the bit assembly and the rest of the corer. To prevent jamming, the chuck incorporates rollers to preload
the ball lock. The rollers are mounted onto a flexured cam that minimizes changes in internal mechanism
loads that result from thermally induced dimensional changes, further mitigating the potential for jamming.
The chuck mechanism is moved between engaged, disengaged, and loose chuck positions by rotating the
cam with a gearmotor that incorporates a magnetic detent brake that prevents inadvertent mechanism
motion under design loads. Ongoing testing is occurring on the qualification model in a dirty environment
while coring and abrading rocks in a Mars representative environment.
Introduction and Previous Flight Heritage
Mars2020 is a Mars surface mission planned for launch in the summer of 2020, with a planned landing
date of February 2021 in Jezero Crater. A major objective of the mission is to collect core and regolith
samples for potential return to Earth by future missions as part of a Mars sample return campaign. The
Mars2020 rover will carry a coring drill, also known simply as the corer, to collect these samples. More
details concerning the corer can be found in [1] and [2]. The chuck mechanism acts as the interface with
the various bit assemblies needed to perform coring, abrasion, and regolith sample collection operations.
The location of the chuck mechanism within the overall Mars2020 coring drill as well as views of its
internal components can be seen in Figure 2. The Mars2020 chuck can be described as a preloaded ball
lock mechanism that interfaces with sleeves on the bit assemblies and is able to accept and engage
these bit assemblies regardless of their relative clocking about the central axis of the chuck and corer.
Design and development was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(80NM0018D0004).

Figure 1: Mars2020 Coring Drill Chuck with coring bit installed.
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Figure 2: Location of chuck mechanism within overall Mars2020 coring drill as well as cross sectional
view of major components.
Ball lock mechanisms have been used previously in spaceflight applications, most notably in the Mars
Science Laboratory (MSL) chuck mechanism (Figure 3). The chuck on the MSL drill also utilized balls to
grab onto a drill bit assembly. A one piece cam, which was rotated by the chuck actuator, was used to
move these balls radially outwards into pockets on the inside of the drill bit assembly. This design
provided a connection between the drill and the bit assembly that was sufficiently stiff enough to allow for
the collection of the crushed regolith samples created during drilling. However, when the MSL chuck is in
the engaged state, there is still a small amount of radial play (0.3 mm) at the balls. This amount of play
was allowed for in the design in order to make the design tolerant to dust and to avoid the possibility of
the balls jamming inside the pockets in the bit assembly. The radial play at the chuck balls in MSL was
acceptable since the drill was capable of collecting acceptable cutting samples even if the bit had a small
amount of play. However, for Mars2020, it was found after prototype testing with a brass board unit that a
bit with significant play resulted in core samples of unacceptable quality. Therefore, a stiffer connection
between bit and chuck was needed.
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Figure 3: Overview of chuck ball lock design used on the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL). The MSL
chuck allowed for a small amount of play of the bit assembly even when fully chucked. This play resulted
from ~0.3mm of radial ball travel that was permitted when the bit was engaged. This play was
intentionally included so as to allow for dust accumulation and to accommodate part dimensional and
positional deviations, and was permissible for MSL since a stiff bit-to-drill connection was not a
requirement.
The ball lock on the Mars2020 chuck mechanism is unique in that the balls are preloaded in order to
provide a very stiff connection between the bit and corer assembly. Other flight ball lock designs,
including ones used elsewhere on the Mars2020 Sampling and Caching Subsystem (SCS), avoid
preloading balls due to fears of potentially jamming the mechanism. On the Mars2020 chuck this jamming
potential is eliminated by using rollers mounted onto a flexured cam to provide a stiff but tolerant and
robust interface with the bit assembly.
Design Requirements
The Mars2020 corer chuck mechanism had several requirements that led to a design unique from those
used on previous missions and applications. The chuck needs to allow for the exchange of bit assemblies
for different sampling activities and to increase overall sampling possible during the mission. It also needs
to be able to retain a bit under various high load cases, including rover slip and bit pullout. To ensure high
quality samples, especially during coring, the chuck needs to provide a stiff restraint of bit assemblies to
the corer to minimize excessive play of the bit during sampling. At the same time, some degree of
compliance is needed to accommodate bit exchange operations. While providing a secure, stiff
connection between the bit and coring drill, the chuck also needs to be resistant to jamming, which could
prevent removal of the bit and severely hamper mission operations. Another requirement was the ability
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to fully release a bit without the application of an external load from another part or mechanism. This
requirement is needed since the corer will launch with a bit already installed in the chuck. After landing,
the chuck needs to be able to disengage, release, and discard this bit onto the surface. The chuck had to
satisfy all these requirements over a range of temperatures, and be tolerant to deviations in part and
assembly dimensions.
Mechanism Architecture
For the Mars2020 chuck design, it was decided to still use a variation of a ball lock. Ball locks such as
that used in MSL have proven flight heritage, and such a design is compact, simple, strong, and places
few restrictions on bit orientation during the mating and demating operations.
Each bit assembly consists of a bit contained within a sleeve (see Figure 4). The chuck mechanism holds
onto the bit via this sleeve. Balls in the chuck assembly are preloaded onto a concave surface on the bit
sleeve. Due to the contact angle at the chuck balls, this preloading causes the sleeve to be pulled further
into the chuck until contact occurs between the front of the chuck housing and a spherical surface at the
front of the bit sleeve. Preload exists both between the chuck balls and sleeve and between the chuck
housing and sleeve, stiffly restraining the sleeve and therefore bit within the chuck. The preload torque to
apply onto the cam is chosen based off anticipated side loads during sampling operations, these
anticipated loads being informed by measured loads from prototype testing.

Figure 4: Fully assembled flight chuck mechanism (left) with major components indicated and a model
illustrating the interface between the chuck mechanism and a bit. The chuck is a ball lock mechanism that
holds onto a bit via preloading of a sleeve on the bit assembly against balls and the front of the chuck
housing.
The chuck is unique on Mars2020 in that it is the only ball lock mechanism on the subsystem where the
balls are purposely preloaded. Elsewhere on the Mars2020 SCS, ball locks are designed so as not to load
the balls in order to avoid jamming. Rather than not loading the balls, which would result in an unacceptably
loose bit-to-chuck connection, the corer chuck mitigates jamming potential by using rollers and flexures.
Preloading of the chuck balls and bit sleeve is accomplished via rollers mounted on a rotating cam. When
the cam is rotated in the proper direction, the rollers will make contact with the balls, pushing the balls down
towards the chuck centerline and onto the bit sleeve. To release a bit, the cam is rotated in the opposite
direction, separating the rollers from the balls and removing preload from the sleeve. After sufficient cam
rotation, the balls are free to move radially out of their holes in the housing enough to allow the bit sleeve
to be removed from the chuck. Cam internal geometry is such that in the chuck’s disengaged position the
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balls are free to move out of their holes enough to allow for bit removal but are still sufficiently captured to
prevent them from falling completely out of their respective holes.
Rotation of the chuck cam is accomplished via an actuator acting through a segmented gear mesh (Figure
5 and Figure 6). The chuck actuator incorporates a magnetic detent brake acting through a staged planetary
gear train. The magnetic detent brake resists rotation of the actuator output under an externally applied
torque, thereby resisting cam rotation under externally applied loads on the chuck and bit. More details on
the chuck actuator design and implementation can be found in [3].

Figure 5: (Left) CAD view of chuck actuator interfacing with mechanism via segmented gear. (Right) View
of chuck mechanism engaged with bit sleeve. Note the exposed gear mesh between the chuck actuator
output pinion and segmented gear. Segmented gear is fastened to the cam.

Figure 6: Detail view of mesh between chuck actuator output pinion and segmented gear. Note the
hardstop surfaces on either side of the segmented gear which serve to limit angular motion of the cam
relative to the rest of the corer. A housing cover part (not shown) is installed over the volume occupied by
this gear mesh.
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Cam Rollers
To allow for preloading of the chuck balls while avoiding the possibility of jamming, the balls are pushed
down onto the bit sleeve using rollers mounted on the chuck cam. The use of cam rollers allows for a
rolling contact that effectively reduces the friction that develops at the cam and ball interface.The use of
rolling contacts is common in mechanisms to avoid the potential for jamming or binding which might
otherwise occur for sliding contacts.
Rollers were chosen primarily to mitigate the potential for jamming. Jamming will occur if the torque applied
by the actuator cannot overcome the frictional forces developed within the chuck mechanism in its
preloaded, engaged state. The use of rollers significantly reduces the friction present at the interface with
the chuck balls. The rollers are mounted onto flexures machined into the cam. These flexures provide a
compliant connection between the rollers and cam, allowing for better load distribution amongst the balls
as well as reducing changes in preload due to temperature induced dimensional changes and part and
assembly dimensional deviations.

Figure 7: Cross sectional detail views of cam rollers, both in the engaged and disengaged states.
Flexures and Load Disribution
Another concern with preloading balls is the potential for uneven load distribution amongst the balls. The
number of balls in the chuck was determined by performing an analysis for contact stress under offnominal load cases such as rover slip and bit pull out. The goal of the analysis was to determine the
minimum number of balls needed to avoid brinelling at the balls and interfacing parts. The analysis
indicates that six balls is the minimum needed to react all design loads without yielding assuming a fairly
even and predictable load distribution. However, once machining and other errors are accounted for, the
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load distribution is unlikely to be even or predictable, and could result in very high loads being applied to a
small number of balls.
To mitigate high ball loading, the cam rollers were mounted onto flexures cut into the cam. The flexures
allow for a small amount of compliance at the cam rollers, allow them to take up any difference in relative
radial position due to machining and assembly errors. This helps to spread the load more evenly amongst
the balls, resulting in lower maximum ball loads. The flexures were sized so as to provide enough
compliance to spread out loads amongst the balls but be stiff enough to allow for a very stiff bit-to-chuck
connection to obtain good quality cores. The cam also includes hardstop pins which serve to limit total
flexure travel. Under pure tensile axial loading on the bit, the cam rollers will move radially out under the
action of the balls being pushed outward by the bit sleeve. The hardstop pins serve to limit the radial
deflection of the flexures for such cases so as to prevent plastic deformation. These pins are captured in
the cam by cap that is bolted onto the cam front.

Figure 8: Detailed CAD view of the flexures on the Mars2020 chuck cam. The cam rollers used to preload
the balls that restrain the bit assembly are mounted onto the flexures via roller pins. The flexures are
sized so as to provide a stiff bit-to-corer connection at drilling loads while allowing the bit assembly to
contact an internal load shunt at high off nominal side loads. Flexure deflections are limited by hardstop
pins to prevent yielding under pullout loading.
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Figure 9: View of the chuck cam with integral flexures. The cam is machined as one piece using standard
manufacturing processes including milling, drilling, turning, and band saw cutting. Despite the complex
shape of the flexures, there was no need to utilize electrical discharge machining (EDM).
An analysis was performed to determine the torque needed to disengage the chuck given a preload
torque and loads applied on the bit during the unchucking operation (Figure 10). This analysis was
performed for various coefficients of friction. It was determined that even if the coefficient of friction
between the roller and shaft was 1, the chuck actuator had sufficient torque to disengage the chuck. If
one defines jamming as a condition where two parts cannot be separated given a certain force or torque,
the analysis indicates that the chuck is resistant to jamming.
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Figure 10: Plots of calculated engagement and disengagement torques as a function of coefficient of
friction. Given the specified chuck actuator torque capabilities, the chuck is capable of being disengaged
even if the coefficient of friction at all sliding surfaces is 1.
Mechanism Functioning
The chuck is typically actuated to one of three positions: engaged, disengaged, and loose chucked as
shown in Figure 11. The chuck holds onto a bit in the engaged state and releases it in the disengaged state.
The loose chucked state is an intermediate position where the chuck still captures a bit but allows it to have
a small degree of angular, axial, and lateral play. This loose chucked state is important for bit exchange
operations where a certain amount of play is needed to accommodate positional uncertainties between the
coring drill and bit holders. To move to either the engaged or disengaged states, the chuck cam is rotated
by the chuck actuator until a previously defined current limit is reached, indicating that contact with a
hardstop has been made. When moving to the disengaged state, reaching the current limit indicates that
the segmented gear on the chuck has contacted a hardstop surface. When moving to the engaged state,
reaching the current limit indicates either that the gear has contacted another hardstop surface within the
corer or that the cam rollers are preloaded onto the chuck balls, depending on whether a bit is inserted into
the chuck. During flight, no operations are planned to occur that would involve actuating the chuck to the
engaged state without a bit present within the mechanism. In addition to these three states, the chuck can
be commanded to any intermediate position. For example, during bakeout, the chuck was in an “almost
engaged” position with a bit installed. This position was chosen so as to avoid preloading the bushings in
the cam rollers during the high temperatures (~114° C) of bakeout, which could result in creep in the bushing
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material. The use of intermediate chuck positions has also been explored for use in recovery operations for
a bit stuck in rock.

Figure 11: Illustration of three major chuck states: 1) engaged, 2) loose, and 3) disengaged. A bit
assembly is fully restrained and preloadd within the chuck in the engaged state, this is the position the
chuck is in during sampling operations. In the loose chucked state, the bit assembly is still restrained
within the chuck but is not preloaded and has some lateral, angular, and axial play. This play in the bit
assembly is important in allowing for robust and reliable bit exchange that can accommodate for
dimensional and positional deviations. The bit assembly is fully released when the chuck is actuated to
the disengaged state.
Testing and Results
Several iterations of the chuck mechanism were assembled and tested, including three flightworthy units.
Various tests to characterize chuck performance and verify capabilities were conducted at the mechanism
and corer level. Some of more noteworthy tests conducted and their results are summarized here.
Loose chuck bit assembly play measurement
As previously mentioned, some degree of axial, angular, and lateral play is needed in the bit assembly
during bit exchange operations while in the loose chuck state. Measurement of this play in the assembled
flight units was accomplished using a test bit with an affixed laser pointer. By measuring how much the light
from this laser moved on a screen when the chuck was actuated from engaged to loose, it was possible to
calculate what play was allowed. Subsequent bit exchange tests on a qualification unit confirmed that the
play allowed for by the chuck enabled nominal functionality.
Bit Pullout Static Test
When sizing the components within the chuck, one of the major driving load cases was bit pullout. This
covers a situation where a bit is stuck in the rock and the full margined pullout load capability of the corer
feed mechanism is applied on the bit. When including anticipated pullout load needed to free a bit, force
margin, and potential feed actuator torque overages, this pullout load sums up to 6514 N. To verify the
capability to react this high load, one of the flight chuck units was subjected to a static test to verify that it
could retain a bit under high pullout loads without damage. Figure 12 includes plots of the applied forces
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during this static test. After the static test, the chuck mechanism retained full functionality with no detrimental
yielding on any parts observed.

Figure 12: Plots of force data during a static test of a Mars2020 coring drill chuck. The applied forces
represented the worst case loading for the chuck, which is pull out on a bit with maximum applied load
from the coring drill feed mechanism. The lower plot is a magnified view of the force data with further
detail of the loads actually reached. After the static test, the chuck mechanism retained full functionality
with no detrimental yielding on any parts observed.
Qualification Model Dirty Testing (QMDT)
The qualification model of the entire Mars2020 SCS, which includes the chuck, is currently undergoing
environmental testing as part of the Qualification Model Dirty Testing (QMDT) campaign currently ongoing
at the time of writing. As the name implies, QMDT involves dirty testing, with the qualification model of the
SCS being used to core, abrade and collect regolith from test rocks in a representative thermal
environment. This testing is being used to verify numerous subsystem and mechanism capabilities,
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including ability to function in a dirty environment, and is informed by previous dirty testing performed
using prototype units [4]. Ability to function in a dirty Martian environment drove several aspects of the
chuck design, including the use of rollers and flexures, the decision not to cover the outside of the cam in
order to facilitate the flow of dust and debris out of the mechanism, and exposed part fitments. QMDT
thus far has demonstrated the ability of the chuck to nominally operate in a Mars representative dirty
environment, including the ability to restrain a bit assembly to enable quality sample collection and the
ability to actuate the various required states. Actuator current draw and position when driving to engaged,
disengaged, and loose states have been the major metrics used to evaluate chuck performance during
tests. Example plots of this data can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Example plots of chuck cam angular position (blue plots on the top row) and chuck actuator
current draw (red plots on bottom row). In this particular test, the chuck was actuated to intermediate
positions between fully engaged (-0.46 rad) and loose (-0.2 rad). High current draws at the start and end
of motion are a result of the chuck actuator driving through its magnetic detent brake.
Challenges and Lessons Learned
Several challenges were encountered during the design of the chuck mechanism as summarized here.
Hertzian contact stresses
Hertzian contact stresses generated during high load cases were a major driving factor in material selection
and component design. These high contact stresses required the selection of high strength materials, such
as Maraging 300 steel, and platings, such as electroless nickel, for parts such as the chuck balls, rollers,
and bit sleeve. Contact stresses also played a role in the selection of the number and size of chuck balls.
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A higher number of balls would lessen the amount of load reacted per ball, but would also increase contact
stresses due to the smaller radius of each ball. High contact stresses also drove the material and surface
treatment selection in the bit sleeve assemblies. The geometry of the cam rollers was also optimized so as
to minimize contact stresses, specifically by adding a concave race to the central portion of the rollers which
preload against the balls.

Figure 14: Detail view of cam rollers and concave central races. The rollers preload against the balls at
these races. A concave race was added to each roller so as to minimize the Hertzian contact stresses
generated under worst case loads such as would occur during rover slip or bit pullout.
Flexure design
The design of the cam flexure mounts for the rollers was a highly iterative process, requiring multiple finite
element analyses and design changes to optimize stresses and deflections in the flexures. Constraints on
flexure geometry included limitations imposed by manufacturing processes, total size envelope allocated
for the overall chuck mechanism, number of balls needed in chuck, and stresses developed under worst
case loads.
Contamination control accommodations
Contamination control requirements placed restrictions on the type of bearings and lubricants that could be
used in the mechanism. Fortunately, since no high speed rotations occur in the chuck mechanism, the use
of ball bearings and grease lubricants was avoided. Instead, plain bearings were used throughout. To
accommodate dimensional changes due to temperature and material differences, the larger plain bearings
had a split cut into them to minimize changes in fitment.
Chuck actuator design and implementation
Challenges were also encountered in the design and implementation of the actuator, particularly regarding
the use of a magnetic detent brake and the issues this caused in controlling actuator torque output. The
great advantage of a magnetic detent brake is that it is a passive brake. Whereas an active mechanism
such as a solenoid or toothed brake would introduce an additional potential point of failure, a passive detent
brake does not pose such an issue. However, when applying torque, the actuator must overcome this detent
in addition to producing the needed torque output. This complicates the controlled application of torque into
the mechanism and results in potentially high overages in the torque delivered versus what is desired.
Accommodations for these overages were made in the chuck mechanism by designing components for the
worst case torques and minimizing actuator output speed.
Lessons learned
Many key lessons were learned in the design and development of the Mars2020 chuck mechanism. Chief
among these are that accommodations should be made for compliance in mechanisms whenever possible
to increase robustness and to decrease the need for overly tight part and assembly tolerances. Initial
prototypes for the chuck mechanism utilized a one piece cam, similar to what was used on MSL. Although
ambient testing demonstrated the functionality of using a one piece cam, no operations were attempted at
temperature using this prototype chuck. Furthermore, no testing at worst case pullout or rover slip loads
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was performed. Analysis indicated that large internal loads could be generated for a chuck with a one piece
cam due to thermally induced dimensional changes. Such a design would also be very sensitive to
dimensional deviations and would likely require very tight tolerances and assembly controls to ensure
equitable load sharing amongst parts. The use of rollers and flexures in the chuck eliminates the need for
such tight controls while also resulting in a more robust design.
Another important lesson is to design for large uncertainties in the torque output of the driving actuator,
especially if the actuator makes use of a magnetic detent brake. Such a brake requires that the actuator
overcome the magnetic detent in addition to providing output torque, resulting in substantial uncertainties
in applied torque. Early in the design, it was assumed that actuator torque output could be fairly well
controlled (±25%), and therefore the preload torque applied to the chuck could be known within a
reasonable certainty. However, later analysis and test data for the actuator indicated that much larger
torque overages (±150%) were possible. This required designing parts of the chuck to be able to react
these higher torques even if a much lower torque is commanded. However, the much increased reliability
of a passive magnetic detent brake likely outweighs the increased uncertainty and overages in torque
output.
Conclusions
A novel preloaded ball lock mechanism has been designed and implemented for use as the chuck in the
Mars2020 coring drill. Through the use of rollers and a flexured cam, the Mars2020 coring drill chuck is
capable of securing bit assemblies with a preload to provide a stiff connection to the corer and ensure
high quality samples while also preventing potential jamming. This chuck mechanism is capable of
operating across the required proto-flight temperatures and in the dirty environment expected on Mars.
Testing has demonstrated that the chuck mechanism is capable of reacting and surviving worst case
design loads and provides the functionality needed for sampling and bit exchange operations. Future
missions requiring a chuck, end effector, release mechanism, or any other assembly that needs to
readily, reliably, and repeatedly secure and release components can make use of the features in this
chuck mechanism design.
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